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Abstract

In conversational QA, models have to lever-001
age information in previous turns to answer up-002
coming questions. Current approaches, such003
as Question Rewriting, struggle to extract rele-004
vant information as the conversation unwinds.005
We introduce the Common Ground (CG), an006
approach to accumulate conversational infor-007
mation as it emerges and select the relevant008
information at every turn. We show that CG of-009
fers a more efficient and human-like way to ex-010
ploit conversational information compared to011
existing approaches, leading to improvements012
on Open Domain Conversational QA.013

1 Introduction014

Speakers involved in a conversation continuously015

share new information, and build on it to achieve016

their communicative goals. In human communica-017

tion, this process takes place effortlessly. As QA018

systems become conversational, efforts were made019

to make them able to mimic human behaviour, and020

to interpret the question at a turn in a conversa-021

tion, based on the information in the previous turns.022

An approach to this task is to concatenate the pre-023

vious turns to the current question (Christmann024

et al., 2019; Ju et al., 2019; Qu et al., 2019b). The025

approach has a main shortcoming, namely, it intro-026

duces a great amount of noise, since not everything027

in the previous turns is relevant. An alternative028

approach is Question Rewriting (QR), in which029

the question is rewritten in a self-contained form030

based on the previous conversational information031

(Vakulenko et al., 2021a; Anantha et al., 2020). QR032

selects only the relevant information in previous033

turns, thus improving over concatenation. However,034

as the conversation progresses and the amount of035

information grows, QR models often fail to com-036

press it in a rewrite. We argue that this is not only037

a limitation of the models, but an intrinsic limit of038

this approach, since producing informative rewrites039

is often unnatural also for humans (see Section 4).040

In this work, we address the shortcomings above. 041

Inspired by the studies of Clark (1996), we propose 042

a methodology to represent conversational informa- 043

tion as a set of propositions, named the Common 044

Ground (CG): At each turn, the relevant informa- 045

tion is distilled in one or more propositions, which 046

are added to the CG. As a new question comes in, 047

the model selects the relevant information in the 048

CG, and uses it to answer the question. The CG 049

can thus be considered as an optimized summary, 050

which returns the relevant information at every turn 051

while keeping all the information discussed so far. 052

We use the QReCC dataset (Anantha et al., 2020) 053

to test CG on the task of Open-Domain Conversa- 054

tional QA (ODCQA) - in which answers to ques- 055

tions in a conversation have to be found in a large 056

collection of documents - and show that it improves 057

over existing approaches for modelling conversa- 058

tional information. We show that this is due to 059

the fact that CG implements a more efficient and 060

human-like way to account for previous informa- 061

tion, which takes the best of existing approaches 062

while avoiding their shortcomings: on the one hand, 063

CG can access and maintain the full previous con- 064

versational context, but it avoids the noise issue; on 065

the other, it can distill relevant information, but it 066

is not forced to compress it in a single rewrite. 067

2 Common Ground 068

We now detail how we created a dataset for CG, 069

and the model we implemented to generate the CG. 070

2.1 Building the CG 071

We devise the CG as a set of propositions summa- 072

rizing the information in a conversation. Since no 073

dataset annotated for CG is available for QA, we 074

created it. We use QReCC (Anantha et al., 2020), a 075

dataset for QR consisting in a set of conversations. 076

For each turn in a conversation, the original ques- 077

tion q and its rewrite r are provided. Intuitively, the 078

rewrite makes explicit the entities discussed in the 079
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conversation. If q is self-contained, then q=r. We080

define a proposition in the CG as any sequence of081

words in the rewrite which are nouns, adjectives082

or entities.1 For example, given q1 ‘how old is083

Messi?’, the rewrite r1 is equal to q1, and CG1 is084

{‘Messi’}. Given q2 ‘which position does he play?’,085

r2 is ‘which position does Messi play?’ and CG2086

is {‘Messi’, ‘position’}. We use this approach to087

enrich each turn in QReCC with the gold CG.088

Importantly, ∼70% of the conversations in089

QReCC were collected by showing the speaker090

the title and first sentence of a Wikipedia article091

(Anantha et al., 2020). This information is often092

crucial to understand a question, especially at turn093

1 (e.g., title: ‘Albert Camus’, q1: ‘When was he094

born?’), but, potentially, also at subsequent turns095

(q2: ‘What did he write?’). We therefore collect096

the relevant Wikipedia information (which we call097

doc), and use it to further enrich QReCC conversa-098

tions.2 Note that doc is the same at every turn in099

the conversation. We refer to the union of conver-100

sational and Wikipedia information as contextual101

information. Finally, since QReCC only includes102

train and test split, we randomly sample 20% of103

the train and use it as validation set.104

2.2 Predicting the CG105

We introduce a model to produce the CG, which106

consists of two modules: Generator and Selector.107

Generator At turn tn, the Generator is trained to108

generate the gold CGCGn given doc‖conv[0:n−1]‖109

qn, where ‖ indicates concatenation, doc is the in-110

formation from Wikipedia, conv[0:n−1] is the con-111

catenation of questions and answers from turn t0 to112

tn−1, and qn is the current question. We implement113

the Generator using a T5-base model.3 We train114

the generator using the enriched QReCC.115

Selector The propositions returned by the Gener-116

ator for every turn are stacked in the CG. However,117

as the conversion goes on, some of the propositions118

are no longer relevant. The role of the Selector is119

to select only the relevant propositions in the CG.120

We implement the Selector as a binary classifier.121

To create the data to train the model, we use again122

QReCC: given the full CG available at turn n, we123

label as 1 the propositions in it that occur in the gold124

answer span, 0 otherwise. The rationale behind125

1Identified using Spacy: https://spacy.io/.
2The details about the enriched dataset are in Appendix A.
3The details of Generator and Selector are in Appendix B.

Figure 1: On the left, the questions from the user; on
the right, the CG generated by the Generator: high-
lighted the propositions selected by the Selector at each
turn, in grey those kept in the CG but not selected.

this approach is: an item in the CG is relevant if 126

it is mentioned in the answer. We train the model 127

on the QReCC train split. At test time, we label 128

the propositions in the CG, and keep only those 129

labelled as 1. Figure 1 shows an example of CG. 130

3 Experiments 131

The goal of accounting for contextual informa- 132

tion is to improve the performance on a down- 133

stream task. Hence, we compare CG to existing 134

approaches on the task of ODCQA. 135

Data We use again QReCC, as it meets the require- 136

ments of the task: it is conversational, and it allows 137

to experiment in an Open-Domain scenario. 138

Pipeline We use a retriever-reader pipeline. The 139

retriever returns the top n most relevant candidates 140

from the set of documents; these are passed to the 141

reader, which extracts the final answer. We use 142

BERTserini (Yang et al., 2019), using BM25 as 143

a retriever and a BERT-Large as a reader. Each 144

candidate returned by the retriever has a score sret; 145

the answer extracted from that candidate by the 146

reader has a score srea. The final score s for the 147

answer is defined as: (1− µ) · sret + µ · srea. 148

For the retriever, we set n to 20, and we follow 149

Anantha et al. (2020) in setting k1=0.82 and b=0.68. 150

We tune the value of µ on the validation set inde- 151
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pendently for each approach (see Section 3.1). We152

do not finetune the reader, as we want to assess how153

much the CG can directly benefit any QA model,154

without the need to finetune it.155

3.1 Setups156

We test the pipeline’s performance when provided,157

at turn n, with each of the following inputs:158

original: the original question qn.159

concat.: the concatenation doc ‖ convn−1 ‖ qn.4160

rewrite: the rewrite rn produced with a T5-base161

model. The model generates the rewrite based on162

doc ‖ conv[0:n−1] ‖ qn.163

summary: the concatenation summ[0:n−1] ‖ qn,164

where summ[0:n−1] is the summary of doc ‖165

conv[0:n−1], created with a T5-base model pre-166

trained for summarization (Raffel et al., 2019).5167

CG: The CG predicted using our approach, con-168

catenated with the current question: CGn ‖ qn.169

CG-full: The full CG generated up to turn n, i.e.,170

we do not use the Selector module: CGn-full ‖ qn.171

4 Results and Analysis172

We show the results of our experiments in Table 1.173

We measure the performance on the target task in174

terms of F1, and use MRR and Recall@10/20 to175

assess the performance of the retriever.6 We also176

report the results obtained with gold (-g) rewrites177

and CG, where the latter is defined, at turn n, as178

gold CG-fulln for the retriever and gold CGn for179

the reader - i.e., the best combination observed in180

our experiments (see below).181

As expected, approaches leveraging contextual182

information improve over the original question.183

Among these approaches, CG is the best: it im-184

proves the performance over rewrite, and, remark-185

ably, it matches the results obtained with gold186

rewrites. A further improvement in F1 is observed187

when using CG-full at the retriever and CG at the188

reader (CG-full/CG), while using only CG-full de-189

grades the performance. This shows that using the190

more informative but potentially noisier CG-full191

improves retrieval, but one needs to feed the filtered192

information from CG to the reader to see improve-193

ments in F1, as also observed by Del Tredici et al.194

(2021). The different response to noise also ex-195

4Note that we use convn−1, and not conv[0:n−1], due to
the max length limit of the reader of BERTserini.

5The details of the Rewrite and Summarization models are
in Appendix C.

6We use the code by QReCC authors: github.com/
apple/ml-qrecc/tree/main/utils.

Approach F1 MRR R@10 R@20

original 6.23 2.89 5.56 6.65
concat. 8.95 21.67 37.55 41.51
rewrite 12.46 13.73 24.52 28.6
summary 12.02 21.81 34.72 38.33
CG 13.41 15.66 27.67 32.09
CG-full 12.18 16.52 29.47 34.06
CG-full/CG 14.2 16.52 29.47 34.06

rewrite-g 13.42 17.16 29.07 33.26
CG-g 15.17 17.95 31.18 35.65

Table 1: Results on the QReCC test set. CG-full/CG
indicates that we used CG-full for the retriever and CG
for the reader.

plains the results of concatenation, which obtain 196

high performance in retrieval, but drops in F1. 197

CG vs. QR In Table 2, we show examples from 198

QR and CG. In row 1, both approaches extract the 199

relevant information from the previous turns - in a 200

conversation about physician assistants. In the next 201

turn (2), QR fails to expand the question and to sub- 202

stitute ‘about’ with the contextual information, due 203

to the large amount of information required (‘the 204

average starting salary for a physician’s assistant in 205

the US’). We often observe this limitation for the 206

QR model. This is not the case for CG, since here 207

the information grows incrementally, i.e., the infor- 208

mation from the current turn (‘the US’) is added on 209

top of the one already present, while non relevant 210

information (‘the UK’) is discarded. 211

In the previous case, the QR model fails to pro- 212

duce a rewrite; in others, this is just not possible. In 213

the 6th turn of a conversation about different kinds 214

of data network architectures (row 3), the user asks 215

a general question about flaw types which encom- 216

passes all the previous information: there is so 217

much information to compress, here, that not even 218

humans manage to do it, and the gold rewrite is the 219

same as the original question.7 CG sidesteps this 220

problem simply by making available all the pieces 221

of relevant information emerged in the conversa- 222

tion, which can be selected and exploited by the 223

model, without the need to produce a long natural 224

sentence. Note that besides being more effective, 225

this solution is also more human-like: Speakers do 226

not repeat all the contextual information as they 227

7We provide in Appendix D the whole conversation, plus
additional examples of (nearly) impossible rewrites.
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Original Question Question Rewriting Common Ground

1 What’s the average
starting salary in the UK?

What’s the average starting salary
for a physician assistant in the UK?

{the average starting salary,
the UK, a physician assistant }

2 What about in the US? What about in the US? {the average starting salary,
the US, a physician assistant }

3 Are flows bidirectional? Are flows bidirectional?
{data network architectures, edge switches,

bidirectional flows, FAT tree topology,
upstream packet, routes, core, aggregator}

Table 2: Examples of rewrites and CG. Predicted rewrites are in plain text, gold rewrites underlined.

make a question, but, rather, they remember the228

key points of the conversation.229

CG vs. Summary Summaries convey all contex-230

tual information, which makes them suitable for231

the retriever, but not for the reader. CG is superior232

because, as said above, is an optimized summary233

conditioned on the current question. In fact, when234

we create the CG without considering the current235

question, the model cannot identify the relevant in-236

formation, and the results are comparable to those237

of summary (F1=12.6). For example, for the ques-238

tion ‘where did he come from?’, the CG predicted239

in the normal scenario is {Rick Barry}, while, with-240

out the current question, is {the ABA, free-throw241

percentage, the 1968–69 season, Rick Barry}.242

Conv vs. Doc We measure the performance for243

the best setup (CG-full/CG) when the CG is cre-244

ated considering either doc or conv: with the for-245

mer, the F1 is 13.38, with the latter 13.65. The de-246

crease in performance of doc and conv compared247

to doc+conv indicates that considering multiple248

source of information is beneficial for the over-249

all performance of the model. Also, the fact that250

conv yields better results than doc is expected: in251

QReCC, the information from doc is mostly lever-252

aged at the first turn, while the information from253

conv is relevant throughout the full conversation.254

5 Related Work255

Approaches to modelling conversational informa-256

tion have used either sparse or dense representation257

(Qu et al., 2019a,b, 2020). This work focuses on258

the former. In this group, concatenation was pro-259

posed as an initial approach (Christmann et al.,260

2019; Ju et al., 2019; Qu et al., 2019b), followed261

by Question Rewriting (Elgohary et al., 2019). The262

main models for QR are either generative (Vaku-263

lenko et al., 2021a; Yu et al., 2020) or extractive264

one (Voskarides et al., 2020) - i.e., the relevant to-265

kens in the context are appended to the question. 266

When a single model is used for both retriever and 267

reader, generative model overperform extractive 268

ones (Vakulenko et al., 2021b); however, mixing 269

the two approaches further improves the perfor- 270

mance (Del Tredici et al., 2021). Our work is re- 271

lated to (Voskarides et al., 2020), as we also aim 272

at extracting the relevant contextual information. 273

However, instead of appending this information to 274

the question, we stack it in the CG, and enable the 275

model to pick the relevant information at each turn. 276

6 Conclusions 277

We introduced the Common Ground, a novel ap- 278

proach for leveraging contextual information. We 279

show that CG outperforms the main existing ap- 280

proaches in the ODCQA task, due to its ability to 281

select and maintain the relevant information in a 282

more effective and human-like way. 283

We see two main directions for future research 284

on CG. First, we will exploit the ability of CG 285

to include several kinds of information to make 286

it more informative. For example, to answer the 287

question ‘how many Covid cases today?’, a QA 288

system needs to be aware of the time and location 289

of the person asking it (Zhang and Choi, 2021). 290

We want to include these and other information in 291

the CG. Second, we want to use CG to make QA 292

models more transparent. Currently, virtual assis- 293

tants (such as Alexa, Siri and Google Assistant) 294

are black boxes, i.e, the user does not know which 295

information they extract from the input question, 296

and which one they leverage to provide answers. 297

This can make the interaction with them frustrating. 298

CG offers a solution to the problem, as it allows to 299

see what the assistant has in mind at each conversa- 300

tional turn. We will conduct experiments in which 301

the CG is shared with the user, and see how this 302

can make the interaction with the assistant more 303

engaging and successful. 304
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A Enriching QReCC 397

Approx. 78% of the conversations in QReCC are 398

derived from the QuAC dataset (https://quac. 399

ai/). In QuAC, dialogues are created by showing 400

to the student (i.e., the person making questions) 401

the title of the section of a Wikipedia page and the 402

first sentence of first paragraph in the page. We 403

retrieve this information from the QuAC dataset, 404

and add it to the QReCC dataset. As mentioned 405

in the main paper, we add the information from 406

Wikipedia to all the turns in a conversations. As 407

a results, 76.5% of the datapoints in the train split 408

and 71.8% of those in the test split have additional 409

information. We will release the code for enriching 410

QReCC with CG and Wikipedia information upon 411

publication. 412
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B Model for CG prediction413

Generator In order to generate the414

CG, we use the T5-base model avail-415

able at: https://huggingface.co/416

transformers/model_doc/t5.html.417

We fine-tuned the model on the task of gener-418

ating the CG with the following parameters: max419

source length= 512; max target length= 64; val max420

target length= 64; evaluation strategy= steps; num421

train epochs= 5; per device train batch size= 4; per422

device eval batch size= 8; eval steps= 82; seed= 42;423

warmup steps= 500; eval beams= 5; learning rate=424

5e-5.425

Selector In order to select the rele-426

vant propositions in the CG, we use the427

DistilBert model available at: https:428

//huggingface.co/transformers/429

model_doc/distilbert.html.430

We fine-tuned the model with the following431

parameters: max source length= 512; evaluation432

strategy= steps; num train epochs= 5; per device433

train batch size= 16; per device eval batch size=434

64; eval steps= 82; seed= 42; warmup steps= 0;435

learning rate= 5e-5.436

437

C Generative models for QR and438

Summarization439

QR model In order to generate the rewrites, we440

use the same T5-base model used to implement441

the Generator. We fine-tuned the model on the QR442

task using the QReCC train split, with the same443

parameters reported in Appendix B.444

Summarization model In order to generate the445

summaries, we use again the same T5-base model446

used for the Generator and the QR model. In this447

case, however, we do not need to fine-tuned the448

model, since it was already optimized for the task:449

to generate the summaries, we simply provide to450

the model as input the string ‘summarize: ’ fol-451

lowed by the contextual information.452

D Example of conversation453

We report below the full conversation up to the454

question used as an example in Table 2, row 3.455

456

q1: What are scalable data center network457

architectures?458

a1: DCNs need to be scalable and efficient to459

connect tens or even hundreds of thousands of 460

servers to handle the growing demands of Cloud 461

computing. 462

q2: What are some examples of scalable data 463

center network architectures? 464

a2: 1 Three-tier DCN 2 Fat tree DCN 3 DCell 465

q3: Describe the characteristics of FAT tree 466

topology 467

a3: In a fat tree, branches nearer the top of the 468

hierarchy are fatter (thicker) than branches further 469

down the hierarchy. In a telecommunications 470

network, the branches are data links; the varied 471

thickness (bandwidth) of the data links allows for 472

more efficient and technology-specific use. 473

q4: What routes can be taken by an upstream 474

packet? 475

a4: The router is upstream of the computer, 476

connecting the computer to the whole internet. ... 477

Each router does not need to know the whole route 478

to the destination; 479

q5: Describe core, aggregator and edge switches. 480

a5: In small networks of a few hundred users, edge 481

switches can be connected redundantly directly to 482

core switch/router devices. However, for larger 483

networks, , an additional layer of switching, called 484

the distribution layer, aggregates the edge switches. 485

486

In Table 3, we report examples for which the 487

gold rewrite provided in the QReCC dataset is 488

equal to the original question, despite the fact that 489

the question needs contextual information to be cor- 490

rectly understood. For each example, we provide 491

the information in the CG, and a comment about 492

why creating a rewrite is not possible, or very un- 493

natural. Due to space reasons, we do not report 494

the full conversation. However, we report the con- 495

versation and turns IDs, which can be used to look 496

up for the full conversation in the QReCC dataset 497

available at https://github.com/apple/ 498

ml-qrecc/tree/main/dataset. 499
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17-10

Question: What form of energy is used in eating?
Common Ground: energy, light energy, heat energy, gravitational energy, form, type,
motion, mechanical energy, examples, potential energy, electrical energy, sound energy,
chemical energy, nuclear energy, atomic energy, kinetic energy
Comment: the question comes at the end of a long conversation, and refers to the
previously mentioned forms of energy. The hypothetical QR should include them all:
What form of energy, among light energy, heat energy, [..] is used in eating?

22-9

Question: What is the oldest spice?
Common Ground: spices, cumin, world, coriander, cilantro, herb, garlic, oregano,
root, stem, seed, fruit, flower, bark, tree, plant, Indian, pepper, Nutmeg, mace, Mustard,
seeds, Fenugreek, Turmeric, Saffron
Comment: similarly to the previous example, the question comes at the end of a
long conversation, and refers to all previous information. The hypothetical QR should be:
What is the oldest spice among cumin, coriander [...]?

28-4

Question: What can I do as an individual level?
Common Ground: global warming, long-term rise, average temperature,
Earth’s climate system, climate change, temperature measurements, dangers, scientists,
sea ice, sea level rise, heat waves, methods, Carbon dioxide, oil, coal, fossil fuels, energy,
homes, cars, smartphones
Comment: again, the user’s question encompasses all previous conversation,
in which several problems related to global warming were mentioned. A (tentative) rewrite
which captures the information up to this point should therefore be of the kind:
What can I do in order to better use energy for my home, car, smartphone, thus reducing
the emission of carbon dioxide and reduce impact on global warming?

583-6

Question: Was there anyone opposed to him in this?
Common Ground: Ira Hayes, World War II, civilian life, war, family, 1946,
Gila River Indian Community, Edward Harlon Block, Hank Hansen, flag-raiser
controversy, Marine Corps
Comment: in this dialogue, many facts about Ira Hayes are explained. The original
question refers to several of them, and a (very tentative) rewrite should be like:
Was there anyone opposed to Ira Hayes in revealing the truth that Harlon Block was still
being misrepresented publicly as Hank Hansen?

590-6

Question: What was the impact of this column?
Common Ground: Israel, Krauthammer, Oslo accords, 2006 Lebanon War, column,
Let Israel Win the War
Comment: also in this case, the conversation touches upon several related facts,
and in order to correctly interpret the question in the light of such facts,
it should be rewritten like:
What was the impact of the column ’Let Israel Win the War’ written by Krauthammer
during the 2006 Lebanon War, in which he opposes the Oslo accords?

Table 3: Examples in which the rewrite is nearly impossible or very unnatural. In the left column we report the
conversation-turn IDs.
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